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The purpose c;,f this study is to investigate the free vibrations of 
freely supported noncircular (oval) cylindrical shells having the 
radius of curvature expressed as a function of the circumferential 
coc;,rdinate. 
In the past years, cylindrical shells having circular cross-
sections have been studied very thoroughly. But many times an engineer 
may be called upon to design noncircqlar cylindrical shells. Cylindri-
cal shells having noncircular cross-sections have been used in many 
industrial applications; for example, in submarine and aircraft 
structures, In addition, shells designed to be circular often deviate 
measurably from perfect circularity once they are fabricated. 
This study is important because the out-of-roundness may adversely 
affect the natural frequencies and mode shapes. Also, investigations 
of the free-vibration characteristics of the ov~l shell are necessary 
if the forced vibrations of oval cylindrical shells are to be studied. 
1.2 Background 
For the discussions to follow, reference should be to the geometry 
and nomenclature of Figure 1. The quantities appearing in Figure 1 
are defined as follows: s, x, ~nd z are the orthogonal coordinates; 
1 
1 
z,w 1-· --Lx--~·j 







Figure 1. Geometry of the Oval Shell 
v, u, and ware the corresponding displacement components; r is the 
variable radius of curvature; his the shell thickness; L is the 
X 
len~th of the shell in the x-direction; L (not shown) is the circum-
s 
3 
ferential arc length of the cylindrical shell measured along the middle 
surface in the s-direction; and 2b and 2a are the lengths of the major 
and minor axes of the oval cylindrical shell, respectively. 
Many frequency studies have been performed on circular cylindrical 
shells. Rayleigh (1) derived an expression for the natural freqµencies 
of simply supported circular cylinders. He assµmed the middle surface 
would bend bui; not stretch. In 1948, Arnold and Warburton (2) con-
sidered both bending and stretching of the shell and clarified the 
consequences of Rayleigh's inextensional assumption. Using an energy 
approach, they calculated natural frequencies and verified the lower 
frequencies experimentally. Since the time of their studies, many 
--
papers have been published for circular cylinders with various end 
conditions (J-14). These papers deal with both parame~ric studies and 
experiments. 
Armenakas (15) studied the accuracy of two frequently employed 
shell theories of dynamic analysis, i.e., the Fl~gge (16) bending 
theory and a Donnell-type theory (not to be mistaken as the Donnell (17) 
theory). In this study he also showed which displacement components 
predominate for the three frequencies obtained for each mode shape. 
J,iarguerre (18) was probably the first to attempt to solve non-
circular cylindrical shell problems. He expressed the variable curva-
ture as an infinite Fourier series when studying the stability of 










where, in addition to notation introduced earlier, 
r mean radius of curvature, and 
0 
bk= eccentricity constants dependent on k. 
( 1.1) 
Malkina (19), when studying the free vibrations of noncircular 
cylindrical shells, assumed the following radius of curvature: 
CD 
= / [1 + e: I bk cos 2~ffs J ( 1. 2) 1 r 
0 0 
where, in addition to notation introduced earlier, 
e = eccentricity constant, and 
s half the arc length of the cross-section. 
0 
Herrmann and Mirsky (20) investigated the longitudinal, torsional, 
and flexural vibrations of cylindrical shells having elliptic cross-
sections. It was necessary to restrict the magnitude of the eccentric-
ity in determining the longitudinal modes, and an energy procedure was 
used to obtain the axi-symmetric flexural modes. No solution for the 
remaining flexural modes or the transverse modes was presented. 
Sewall (21) currently is investigating the natural frequencies 
.ind mode shapes of ellipses both theoreticall,y (with the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method) and experimentally. 
Kempner (22), when solving the static problem, assumed a simpli-
fied version of Marguerre's expression, Equation (1.1), for the 
i 
', 
curvature. This curvature expression, which represents a doubly 
symmetric oval, approximates an ellipse which has the same major to 
5 
minor axis ratio as the oval. This expression is given as 
~ :::: / [ 1 + e cos ~s J ( 1. 3) 
0 S 
where, in addition to notation introduced earlier, 
r radius of a circle whose circumference L is equal to that 
0 S 
of the oval, i.e., L :::: 2TTr , and 
S 0 
e = eccentricity constant, lei~ 1. 
Although this expression is limited to a maximum major-minor axis ratio 
of 2.06, it includes cross-sections that are of practical importance. 
This ratio is limited because of the bounds on the eccentricity e. The 
oval is not allowed to have any reverse or negative curvature at any of 
its points. When the value of the eccentricity parameter e is negative, 
this is equivalent to a 90° rigid body transformation of the noncircu-
lar shell. Referring to Figure 1, when e > 1, then b > a, but when 
e < 1, then b < a. The full geometry of the oval is presented in (23). 
Klosner (24, 25, 26), assuming the curvature expression given by 
Kempner, Equation (1.J), studied the free and forced vibrations of an 
infinitely long oval cylindrical shell. He used the Love equations of 
motion and assumed a power series in the eccentricity parameter e for 
the natural frequencies. This enabled him to uncouple the three 
coupled partial differential equations of motion. The expression for 





Pil nondimensional frequency of a circular cylindrical shell of 
C ·1 pl 
radius r 
0 
[p~l = (r2 p) ( 1- ,i)p~l/E] ' 
l O l 
coefficient '.of e:P - term of the nondimensional perturbed 
frequency of the ilth mode, 
pil ~ natural frequency of a circular cylindrical shell of 
radius r, 
0 
E = Young's modulus, 
p mass density of shell, 
V = Poisson's ratio, and 
1 = nondimensionalized length of the longitudinal half-wave. 
There are some limitations and errors in this perturbation technique 
which will be discussed in Chapter IV. 
1.J Approach 
The equations used herein are those derived by Klosner (25) (the 
Love equations) and those derived by Kempner (22, 27) (the Donnell 
equations, modified to include the translational inertia terms). In 
this research, the displacements (u, v, w) were expanded in a double 
Fourier series similar to those used by Arnold and Warburton (2), but 
were modified to include the anti-symmetric mode shapes. These dis-
placements satisfy the freely supported boundary conditions on the two 
ends. The curvature expression used was that given by Kempner, 
Equation (1.J). 
When the displace~ent and curvature expressions were substituted 
into the field equations, a set of recurrence formulas relating the 
coefficients of the displacement series was obtained. From these 
formulas, the natural frequencies were found. Once the natural 
6 
frequencies were found, the corresponding mode shapes were 
calculated. 
A comparative study was made with known circular and noncircular 
cases and then a parametric study was made to determine the affects of 
eccentricity on the natural frequencies and mode shapes of oval 
cylindrical shells, Also a comparative study was made of the resuli;s 
obtained by the Love and Donnell equations. 
7 
CHAPTER II 
FORMULATION OF THE SOLUTION 
2.1 Shell Vibration Equations 
The relations given in this part are for a homogeneous, isotropic, 
elastic, thin-walled, cylindrical shell. The cross-section is identi-
fied by a convex-outward, closed, plane curve resulting from the inter-
section of the middle surface and a plane normal to the axis of the 
cylinder. The sides of the shell are assumed to be at distances 
z = + h/2 from the middle surface, where z is measured along the normal 
to this surface and his the thickness of the shell. The thickness is 
conside~ed small in comparison with the longitudinal length L and the 
X 
radius of curvature r of the middle surface. 
The relations are based upon the usual Kirchhoff-Love assumptions 
of classical shell theory. The strain-displacement relationships used 
for Love's and Donnell's equations correspond to those given by 
Reissner (28) and Kempner (22, 27). 
The differential equations of equilibrium, Equations (2.1) and 
(2.2), follow from the application of Hamilton's principle (29). For 
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The geometry of the shell is shown in Figure 1. In the preceding 
equations the subscripts indicate differentiation and 
r 
( 2. 1) 
(2.2) 
x, s, z, t = longitudinal, circumferential, and radial coordinates, 
and time, respectively; 
u, v, w ~ displacements in the x, s, and z directions, 
respectively; 
r = variable radius of curvature; 
Poisson's rat:i,o; 
p = mass density; 
E Young's modulus; and 
h = thickness (constant). 
10 
A summary of the derivation of these equations is given in Appendix A. 
For simplicity, because the Love and Donnell equations vary only 
by a few additional terms, only the Love equations will be used in the 
discussion of the formulation, For this parametric study, Equations 
(2.1) can be rewritten in nondimensionalized form using the following 
dimensionless quantities: 






1 + l,.L a. ::; 
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1 - l,.L y = 2 
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The curvature expression for a doubly-symmetric oval given by 




in nondimensionalized terms. 
2TTh + € cos(4TT s)] 
For this particular problem, displacements are assumed which 
(2.5) 
satisfy the freely supported boundary conditions along the two edges 
~:;:: o, 1. These conditions are 
u~ :;: 0 
V 0 
w 0 
:: 0 (2.6) 
Utilizing these boundary conditions, the symmetric d~splacements u, v, 
and w (nondimensionalized) may be expressed by the following double 
Four;i.er series: 
u(~,s,t) l I 
m:::1 n:;::0, 2 
v(~,s,t) 
m::1 n=0,2 
w<~,s,t) == I I 
m::1 n;::;0,2 
A cos m TT~ cos n TT S cos At 
mn 
B sin m TT~ sin n TT S cos At 
mn 
C sin m TT~ cos n TT S cos At 
mn 
A B C = unknown constant coefficients dependent upon 
mn' mn' mn 
m and n, and 
(2.7) 
12 
A= circular frequency. 
For anti-symmetric displacements tne sine and cosine functions in 
the S-direction are replaced by the cosine and sine functions, 
respecti vely 0 
2.2 Recurrence Formulas (Symmetric Displacements) 
When the assumed displacements, Equation (2.7), and the radius of 
curvature, Equation (2.5), are substituted into Love's equations, 
Equation (2.4), three coupled equations result. Making this substi-
tution and simplifying, the three recurrence formulas for each m and n 
can be written as follows: 
[S2m2 + y(2n - 2)2 - u}]A + [-aj3m(2n - 2)]B 
mn mn 




A [-aj3m ( 2n ..., 2)] + B L [h TT 
mn mn-4 12L 2 
2 n<22 2)] e (1-6
5
) m S y+(2n ... 6) 
s 
2 2 < n E:
2 
n) }] [ 2 2 2 + m S y € ( 1 - 6 
3 
) - T 6 
4 
· + B mn ( 2n - 2) + yS m 
h2. 2 < 2 
+ L --!L ( 2n - 2) ( 1 - d n) 
3L 2 2 
e:
2 





2 Tr2 < 2 £ € 2 € + B ;r., - ( 2n - 2) - ( 1 - - ~n) + ( 2n + 2) --






) + L h
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Tr2 e: (2n-6)/S 2m2 + (2n-6f\l 




) + L h
2
Tr2 (2n-2) (1 ... .! 5n) (s2m2 
mn GL 2 2 2 
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. 2 2 2 )2 2] [ n J S m + ( 2n - 2 ) · - W . + C mn + 
2 
e: ( 4: + e 5 2 ) + 
14 
+ cmn+4 [e:2] ~ 0 (2.10) 
where 
L 
s s = -L 
X 
u? 





~i :} i ::r j = J i /. j 
:} Love's equations L J;>onne;I.l's equations 
A = 0 m-n 
B ~ 0 n > 0 
m-n 
C :;:: 0 
m-n 
m = 1 1 2, J, ••• 
n ~ 1, 2, 3, 
For a derivation of these recurrence formulas,see Appendix A. 
These three equations, Equatiqns (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10), cannot 
be solved explicit;I.y for A , a , and C • Noncircularity has coupled 
mn mn mn 
these equations together in the ;~direction. In order to solve these 
equations, an infinite number of the equations must be taken. Because 
i;his is noi} possible, the numbe.:r of equations must then be truncated at 
some point. The point selected is that which will insure convergence 
for the desired accuracy. Because of the large number of equations 
involved, the use of a computer is essential. The next chapter will 




3. 1 General 
The computer program developed is sufficiently general to deter-
mine the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes of vibration and the 
corresponding frequencies for a !reely supported cylindrical shell 
by means of either Love's or Donnell's equations, Equations (2,1) or 
(2,2). The parameters in the program are the eccentricity (ECC), 
defining the radius of curvature, the L /L ratio (BET), the h/L ratio 
S X •S 
(HOLS), anQ Poisson's ratio (PR) for the shell. The program also 
include~ the boundary conditions (infinitely long cylindrical shell) 
employed by Klosner (25), The calculations we:,;-e made on the Oklahoma 
State University IBM Model 360/50 Computer. A listing of the program 
is given in Appendix B. 
J.2 Natural Frequencies 
If the number of n's in the recurrence formulas, Equations (2.8), 
(2.9), and (~.10), is taken to be k, then Jk simultaneous equations are 
obtained for each value of m. These equations can be written in matrix 
form as follows: 
16 
Recurrence Formula 2.8 Ami 
I I 
I I Amk 
--
Recurrence Formula 2.9 Bm1 
I I • 
I I Bmk 
-·- --
Recui:-,r~nce Formµla 2.10 cm1 , I I 




Eqµation (3.1) requires that 
whe;re 
l[x'J - w2[r] I = o 
[x'J = [x] without the w2 terms, an~ 
[ I J = identity matrix .. 
17 
[ 0 J (3.1) 
(3.2) 
The squares of the nondimensionalized frequencies are those values of 
w2 which satisfy Equation (3.2). 
The subroutine called EIGENP (30), with double precision, was used 





J.,3 Mode Shapes 
Once the natural frequencies and corresponding vectors were 
oqtained, the corresponding mode shapes were found. As is the case 
for all free vibration problems, only normalized displacements can be 
found. All displacements were calculated at the point of maximum 
displacement along the axis of the shell. 
18 
The number of points around the circumference, at which the dis-
placements were calculated, varied with k. The number of points chosen 
was sufficient to insure that all points of sign changes in displace-
ments would be given. Due to synimetry of the cross_.;section, displace-
ments were calculated for only half the circumferential length. The 
number of points was taken to be Jk - 2. 
In order to determine which frequency corresponded with which 
value of n, the number of times that the displacement changed sign in 
half the circumferential length was co~nted, and this was then taken to 
l;>e the value of n, or the number of full waves., As the eccentricity 
became higher, the value of n could be determined in this manner, but 
it became meaningless. The value of n was then determined by comparing 
the higher eccentricity mode shapes with the lower eccentricity mode 




It was decided to substantiate the method of solution described in 
the preceding chapters by comparing the results of this study with the 
results of others; first, by comparing with known solutions for circu-
lar shells, and second, with those of noncircular shells. 
4.2 Comparison of Results with Circular Shells 
The first case studied was used to verify the applicability of the 
solution for obtaining the natural frequencies of circular cylinders. 
Armenakas (15) compared the natural frequencies obtained by the Flugge 
equations with those obtained on the basis of the theory of elasticity. 
The results obtained are given in Table I (using Armenakas's nondimen-
sionalized frequency 0). These results are for the first longitudinal 
mode (m = 1) and fo~ the two higher frequencies of the three fre-
quencies obtained for each mode shape. The shells had the following 




COMPARISON OF NONDIMENSIONA!,; FREQUENCIES OBTAINED BY THE THEORY OF ELASTICI'IY 
FLUGGE, LOVE, AND DONNELL 
SECOND FREQUENCY 
h h n = 1 n = 2 n == 4 
R L Elasticity Flugge Love Donnell Elasticity FlUgge Love Donnell Elasticity Flugge Love Donnell 
.1 .1 .10689 .10714 .10702 .10693 .12226 .12268 .12247 .12234 .16485 .16556 .16506 .16495 
.3 .30177 .30224 .30193 .30178 .30698 .30761 .30725 .30704 .32680 .32792 .32737 .32699 
.5 .50103 .50244 .50129 .50105 • 50411 .50573 .50452 .50420 .51623 .51868 .51719 .51657 
.3 .1 .16484 .16709 .16542 .16519 .22784 .23328 .22831 .22805 .39825 .41471 .39879 .39866 
.3 .32109 .32964 .32527 .32267 .36754 .38209 .37478 .37103 .49570 .52804 .50637 .50301 
.5 .51065 .52861 .51692 .51280 .54009 .56986 .55561 .547 54 .63760 • 71154 .68022 .66849 
THIRD FREQUENCY 
h h n = 1 n = 2 n = 4 
R L Elasticity Flugge Love Donnell Elasticity Flugge Love Donnell Elasticity Flugge Love Donnell 
.1 .1 .17842 .17853 .17859 .17857 .20201 .20226 .20237 .20233 .27561 .27649 .27671 .27662 
.3 .50648 .51015 .51024 .51023 .51473 .51861 .51873 .51872 .54638 .55119 .55140 .55135 
.5 .82707 .84691 .84707 .84706 .83174 .85202 .85219 .85219 .85006 .87_216 .87240 .87238 
.3 .1 .26027 .26284 .26380 .26327 .38247 .39092 .39306 .39194 .65666 .68488 .68962 .68752 
.3 • 53121 .53487 .53627 .53604 .59752 .60552 .60856 .60763 • 79703 .. .82759 .83439 .83174 










6.2831853, 18.849556, 31.415927 
0.30 
0 = nondimensional frequency given by Armenakas. 
The values of h/L. and L /L correspond to the following values: 








0.10, 0.30, 0.50 
R = radius of the cylinder. 
As is evident from Table I, the frequencies obtained by both the 
Love and Donnell equations are close to those obtained on the basis of 
. . . . . 
the theory of elasticity and Flugge's equations for a wide range of 
..Jt_._ 
shell parameters. Therefore, frequencies obtained by both the Love and 
Donnell equations can be used with confidence in studying the free 
vibrations of circular cylinders. 
Once the natural frequencies had been found, the mode shapes could 
be calculated. For this purpose, the shells used to verify the calcu-
lations of the mode shapes were the same shells studied by Arnold and 
Warburton(?). Comparisons of the ratios of the maximum displacements 
for the low frequency (n = 4, m = 1) are given in Table II. 
The results obtained by the Love and Donnell equations are quite 
accurate in comparison with :those given by Arnold and Warburton for 
this range of shell parameters. Their frequency equation was based on 
TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF AMPLITUDE RATIOS 
n = 4 m = 1 IJ = 0.29 h/L = O. 008356 s 
L/L • 7734 3.094 5.414 7.734 
s .. X: A/C B/C A/C B/C A/C B/C A/C B/C 
Arnold and. 
Warburton .024 .252 .072 .257 • 073 ,.246 .052 .218 
Love .024 .252 .072 .257 • 073 .246 .052 .217 
Donnell .024 .252 .072 .256 .072 .245 .051 .216 
23 
strain relations given by Timoshenko. With these results, this would 
seem to indicate that both sets of equations can be used for determining 
the modal characteristics of circular cylindrical shells. 
Klosner (26), in his study of infinitely long oval cylinders, 
derived a cubic equation for the natural frequencies of a circular 
cylinder of infinite length. Making the changes in the recurrence 
formulas to his boundary conditions was a simple task. Only a few sign 
changes had to be made in Equations (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10). Compari-
son of the low frequencies (m= 1) are given in Table IIIa This shell 





t = 0.0017356 W = 0.30. 
s 
The greatest difference in these frequencies was found at n = 8. The 
percentage deviation was equal to 0.94%. This deviation was attributed 
to the difference in solving for the eigenvalues of a large matrix in 
comparison to solving a cubic equation for the natural frequencies. 
The results obtained by Klosner and the author are shown in Figure 2 0 
For circular shells, the eigenvalue routine (EIGENP) gave accurate 
results for large matrices. Therefore this routine can be used with 
confidence in studying noncircular shellse For this shell the Love 
equations were used in the comparison. The Donnell equations gave al-
most identical frequencies as the Love equations, the greatest devia-
tion being +0.16%. 
The results of this study substantiated the applicability of the 
method of solution (and the related computer program) to the special 
case of the freely supported circular cylinder. 
TABLE III 
COMPARISON OF KLOSNER' S AND CULBERSON'S NONDIMENSIONAL FREQUENCIES (iii) 
L = 2TT h/ =1 µ = 0.30 s/L L /(2TT 91.7) 
X S· 
C = 0.0 m = 0.10 C = 0.20 e = o. 30 C = 0.40 C = 0. 50 
n Klosner Culberson Klosner Culberson Klosner Culberson Klosner Culberson· Klosner Culberson Klosner Culberson 
0 0.94969 0.94969 0.95554 0.95855 0.97288 0.98249 1.00110 1.01631 1.03933 1.05571 1.08651 1.09797 
1 0.84556 0.84556 0.84940 0.88729 0.86081 0.93179 0.87950 0.97776 0.90502 1.02428 0.93682 1.07067 
2 0.65334 0065337 0.65022 o. 64567 o. 64076 0.62551 0.62468 0.59902 0.60144 0.57204 0.57018 0,54898 
3 0.48403 0.48417 0.48279 0.48323 0,47905 0.48143 0.47276 0,47993 0,46380 0.47964 0.45202 0,48080 
4 0.36198 0.36237 0.36141 o. 36177 ci.35968 o. 35974 o. 35679 0.35577 0.35270 0,34839 0.34737 0.33789 
5 0.28442 0.28524 0.28459 0.28538 0.28513 0,28542 .0.28601 0.28468 0.28725 o.28289 0.28883 0,28024 
6 0.24543 0.24685 0.24258 0.24414 0.23380 0.23775 0.21839 0.22927 0.19478 0.21895 0.15936 0,20638 
7 0.23967 o. 24167 0.23839 0.24005 0.23452 0.2/3542 0.22793 0.22828 0.21836 0,21909 0,20541 0,20817 
8 0.26012 0.26255 0.26243 0.26413 0.26924 0.26706 0.28021 0.26954 0.29490 0.27079 0,31277 0,27003 
9 0.29919 0.30188 0.29999 0.30213 0.30235 0.30298 0.30626 0.30461 -0.31164 0.30691. 0,31843 0,30965 
10 0.35130 0.35413 0.35211 o. 35421 0.35452 0.35444 o. 35852 o. 3,5469 0.36404 0.3555) 0,37102 0,35630 
11 o. 41321 0.41612 0.41415 0.41616 0.41696 0.41626 0.42160 0.41643 0.42802 0.41666 0.43613 0.41696 
L = 2TT h/ = 1/ µ= 0.30 s/L L (2n-9L7) 
X s 
C = 0.60 e = o. 70 C = 0.80 C = 0.90 C = 1.0 
n Klosner Culberson Klosner Culberson Klosner Cu lb.er son Klosner Culberson Klosner Culberson 
0 1.14153 1.14145 1.20331 1.18515 1.27087 1.22842 1.34334 1.27084 1.41996 1.31209 
1 0.97427 1.11641 1.01675 1.16111 1.06366 1.20445 1.11444 1.24618 1.16858 1.28607 
2 o. 52946 0.53429 0.47689 0.52308 0.40789 0.51971 0.31174 0.52090 0.14089 0.52535 
3 0.43720 0.48357 0.41900 0.48789 0.39697 0.49360 0.37043 0.50048 0,33830 0,50836 
4 0.34075 0.32551 0.33275 0.31493 0.32327 0.30859 0.31218 0.30572 0.29930 0,30485 
5 o. 29076 0.27707 0.29301 0.27368 0.29560 0.27033 0,29850 0.26723 0,30170 0.26453 
6 0.10003 0.19058 0.17004 0.14362 0;11232 0.08093 
7 0.18837 0.19581 0,16600 0.18233 0,13567 0.16813 0,08966 0.15366 0.13951 
8 0.33331 0.26600 0,35606 0,25750 0.38062 0,25474 0.40667 0.23410 0,43394 0,22489 
9 0,32654 0,31255 0.33587 0,31550 0,34632 0,31842 o. 35780 0,32131 0.37020 0.32418 
10 0.37937 0,35728 0.38901 0.35844 0.39985 . o.,35978 0.41178 · 0.36130 0,42472 0,36298 
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Figure 2. Nondimen$i9nal Circular frequency (w) Versus Mode 
Number n (Klosner and Culberson) 
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~-3 Comparison of Results with Noncircular Shells 
Having established good results for known circular shells, non-
circular (oval) shells were then studied. Another computer program was 
written based on the results given by Klosner (26). Results obtained 
from this program and the author's results (Love's equations) are given 
in Table III. These results are for the lowest frequency (m 











For the accuracy desired, convergence was obtained with k = 21 (i.e., 
with 21 terms in the circumferential direction). As can be readily 
seen from Table III, there is quite a discrepancy in the results. As 
the eccentricity increases~ there is more deviation. Figures 3 through 
7 show the variation of the frequency (w) versus the eccentricity 
parameter(€). Figures 8 through 12 show the variation of the fre-
quency versus the mode number n. All of these cases are for modes. 
symmetric about the vertical axis (axis 1-1 in Figure 1) and for e > 1. 
For n = 6 and 7, all the frequencies cannot be calculated by 
-2 
Klosner's perturbation technique because W becomes negative, meaning 
the natural frequency Wis imaginary. 
There are a few reasons which may be offered to explain these 
discrepancies. First, Klosner's equations (recurrence formulas) do not 
include the terms involving the Kronecker delta 5~. The author's 
J 
equations are identical with Klosner 1 s equations except for those terms. 
Second, there may be the possibility of error in the derivation of the 
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Figure 5. Nondimensional Frequency (iii) Versus Eccentricity (n = 2, m = 1, 
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Figure 6. Nondimensional Frequency (w) Versus Eccentricity (n 
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Figure 9. Nondimensional Frequency (w) Versus Mode N'umber n 
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Figure 10a Nondimensional Frequency (w) Versus. Mode N1.1mber n 
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Figure 11a Nondimensional Frequency (111) Versus Mode Number n 
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Figure 12, Nondimensional Frequen~y (W) Versus Mode Number n 
(e ::: 1,09, Klosner and Culberson) 
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assumed solution for the frequency should include the odd terms of the 
series. 
Klosner states that the flexural modes are not affected by the 
sign of e. Evidently, this is not true. The example case of lei :0.50 
was studied to verify this conclusion. The odd numbered frequencies 
(i.e., n = 1, J, 5, ••• ) changed, put the even numbered frequencies 
(i.e., n = 2, 4, 6, ••• ) remained the same. He also states that the 
anti-symmetric displacement expressions lead to the identical expres-




) in the series (Equation (1.4)), and 
therefore the same frequency. Evidently, this is not true. The 
results are shown in Table IV. 
These results show that for +e, n = 2, 4, 6, ••• , and symmetric 
displacement expressions, the same frequencies are obtained for -e. 
For +e, n = 2, 4, 6, "' .. ' and anti-symmetric displacement expressions, 
the same frequencies are obtained for -e. For+£, n = 1, 3, 5, ••• , 
and symmetric displacement expressions, the same frequencies are 
obtained for -e and anti-symmetric displacement expressions. For+£, 
n = 1, 3, 5, ••• , and anti-symmetric displacement expressions, the 
same frequencies are obtained for-£ and symmetric displacement ex-
pressions. Displacements are symmetric and anti-sYTl)metric with respect 
to the vertical axis in both cases of+£ and -e. 
Because the frequencies of Klosner's were quite different, the 
corresponding mode shapes wo1.1ld also be different. Therefore the mode 
shapes were not compared. The mode shapes optained by the exact method 
are very interesting. The mode shapes vary a great deal as the 
eccentric:ity increases. FiQures 13 and 14 show the variation in two 
of the symmetric mode shapes as the eccentricity increases. These 
TABLE IV. 
NoN01MENs10NAL FREQUENCIES <w) FOR sYMMETRic AND ANTI-sYMMETRic cAsEs < \e: I = a.so>, 
LS/ = 2TT h 1, m=l L /L = (2TT• 91. 7) 
X s 
e = 0.50 e: = -0.50 e: = a.so e: = -0 .. 50 
n Synnnetric Synmie'tri't'.: ·. Anti-Symmetric Anti-Symmetric 
0 . l.09797 1.09797 1.01268 l.01268 
l 1.07067 o. 74000 o. 74000 1.07067 
2 0.54.898 0.54898 0.69257 o.69257 
3 o.48oso 0.42624 o.42624 0.48-080 
4 0.33789 -0.33789 0 .. 35395 0.35395 
5 0.28024 0.27 569 0.2756-9 0.28024 
6 D.20638 0.20638 0.20810 0.20810 
7 Ose208l7 0.20f>55 0 .. 20655 0 .. 20817 
8 0.27003 0.27003 D.27152 .0.27152 
9 0.30965 0.30899 0.30899 0.30965 
10 0.35630 0.35630 0.35735 0.35735 
11 0.41696 0.41696 0.41696 0.-41696 
12 0.4i3658 0.48658 o.48658 0.48658 
13 0.56371 0.56371 0.56371 o. 56371 
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mode shapes are only for the radial displacement. 
Results obtained by the use of Donnell's equations are from 
Oto 1% higher than those obtained by Love's equations. A comparison 
between Donnell's and Love's equations is studied more thoroughly in 
Sect:i.on 4.5. 
The author's method was further verified because of the differ-
ences encountered in Klosner's and the author's results. Because the 
oval approximates an ellipse, an elliptie qross~section was studied. 
Sewafl (21), presently, is studying (both theoretically and experi~ 
menta;l.ly) the natural :l:requenc;i,es of ;freely supported elliptical 
shells~ He is sttl,dying the following cas\:)s: 
L = s 





Case I a -








b ,.,. ';1211 
12,95"; b 





With the following transformations (2.3), 
p = (b/a - 1)/(b/a. + 1) 
£ T Jp - J6/J5 PJ , 
4 
(6061 -i\l) 
Sewall's ellipses correspond to ovals witn eccentricities of o.o, 
-0.242.36, and -0.62706 7 respectively. The results are sh.own in 
41 
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TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF NATURAL FREQUENCIES (CPS) OBTAINED 
BY SEWALL AND BY CULBERSON 
a = b = 12" 
Sewall Culberson 
529 . 8 529 . 9 
162. 2 163. 5 
221.3 223.3 
968 . 4 968 . 5 
325 . 7 327.1 
361.0 362 . 9 
a= 12.95" b = 11.0111 
Symmetric Anti-Synrnetric 
Sewall Culber son Sewall <:.Gulberson 
524.1 522.0 524.2 526.3 
157 . 1 157.8 157 .o 157 .8 
221.9 223 . 9 221 . 9 223.9 
956.5 954.8 956 . 7 957 .9 
310.6 310. 4 310.6 310.4 
359.4 363.2 359.4 363 . 2 
a= 14.39" b = 9. 35" 
Synrnetr ic Anti- Symmetric 
Sewall Culberson Sewall Culberson 
491.2 459p7 492.4 521.5 
138.5 129.6 138.5 131.3 
223.9 227 .o 223.9 227 . 1 
886. 1 828. 2 893 . 0 929 . 4 
268.1 245.7 268 . 1 246 . 7 
328.2 336.1 
382 . 3 391 . 7 328 . 2 337 . 8 
382 . 3 393 . 3 
per seGond. Lov~'s equations have 'been used for the author's work. 
For the o.esired accuracy, convergence was attai11ed with k::;; 25. 
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'.!."he question that may now arise ii, "Why for Case J;II, m =i: 2, are 
there two frequenc~es for n ;:; W in i;he symmetric' case, and two :t;re-
quencies for n .= 12 in the ant:i,-s)ryllmet:,;,ic case?''. By the method o:C 
counting desGribed in Chapter III, these are the results. This is the 
same method used by Sewall. But with the author's additional technique, 
the upper n::;; 10 :t;requency, symmetric Gase, is actually the frequency 
for n .=. 12 and the frequency at n::;; 12 is actually the frequency for 
n::;; 8. For the anti-symmetpio oase 1 the µpper n = 12 frequency is 
actually the frequency fpr n::;; 8, 
ComJ?aring the resu1 ts of tne ell:i.ptical and oval shells for Case I, 
E: = o.o, the results are seen to be very close; the greatest deviation 
being 0.9% ... for Case II, E: ::;; .,,.Q.24236, the freqµenGies obtained for 
the oval deviate from -0~4:% to +0 0 8% from those of the ellipse. These 
resu,lts are considered accµrate~ For Case Ill, E: = -0.62806, the 
· frequencies obtained for the oval deviate from ... 9.1% to +5.,9%. This 
error would increase as the eccentricity increases because the oval 
deviates more from the ellipse as E: increases. But the results are 
still good, c,onsidering that Sewall used an ellipse and an approximate 
procedure, and the authqr used an oval and an exact procedure in 
solving for the natural fpeq~enqies. Because the author's results 
have peen, ver:i,fi,eq for both circul.ar and nondrcular shells, the 
noncircular (oval) shell will now be studied in more depth. 
4.4 Freely Supported Oval Shells 
A detailed study was made of oval shells having the same proper-
ties as th9se of Sewall's elliptical shells; that is, shells having 
the same longitudinal and circumferential lengths and thicknesses, 
This study was restricted to a thorough investigation of the symmetric 
modes for only positive values of the eccentricity parameter e-~the 
restriction made because of compute:r time. Love's equation1;1 were used 
in this detailed study. The eccentricity p~rameter (£) was varied 
from o.o - 1,0; the longitudinal modem from 1 - 4; and the circum-
ferential mode n from O - 12,16. Values of n varied between 12 and 16 
in order to include the lowest frequency and a few of the higher 
frequencies near this lowest value of w. These are shown in Figures 
19 through 22. It was desired to use higher values of m, but, due to 
computer space and time limitations, m ~ 4 was the largest feasible 
value. For the accuracy desired, adequate convergence form~ 1-J was 
attained with k = 25; form~ 4, k ~ 27. 
Tables VI through IX give the values of the nondimensional 
frequency iii for th!;! values o:( m = 1 ... 4. Figures 15 throt1gh 18 show 
the frequency (w) variation with the eccentricity e cµid mode number m 
:for a few selecte<;l values of n. As the value o:f m increases, the 
frequencies (w) do not vary monotonically, Figures 17 and 18 show 
that the frequencies (for high values of eccentricity) decrease with 
the value of m and subsequently increase. 
Figures 19 through 22 show the frequency (W) variation with the 
mode numper n and m for a few selected values of e. As the value of 
eccentricity (e) increases, the curves pecome more irregular, This 
irt-egularity can be part;l.aUy attributed to the symmetric fo:rrns being 
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Figure 18. Nondimensional Frequency (w) Versus Eccentricity (n 12) 
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Figure 19. Symmetric Nondimensional F~equency (w) Versus Mode 
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Figure 20. Symmetric Nondimensional Frequency (w) Versus 
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SYMMETRIC NONDIMENSIONAL FREQUENCIES -Cw) OF AN OVAL CYLINDRICAL SHELL (m ~ 1) 
m=l L = 75.;411 L = 24.0" h = o.032u 
s X 
o.o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 o.9 
0.92828 o.92913 0.93163 0.93570 0.94122 0.94806 o.95610 0.96522 o:..97538 o.9-8654 
o .. 57277 0.59122 0.6-0902 0.-62591 0.64175 0-.65646 {).67001 .0.68244 o.69378 o. 70411 
0.32718 0.32532 0.31987 0.31128 0.30024 0.28770 o.27481 -0.26284 0.25288 0.24571 
0.19391 0.19361 0.19292 0.19210 0.19137 0.19089 -0.19078 0.19109 0.19187 0.19310 
0.12399 -0.12380 0.12318 0.12202 0.12013 0.11728 -0.11332 0.10836 0.10307 0.09868 
0.08638 o.08630 0.08608 0.08574 0.08533 0.08494 0.0846-6 0.08456 0.08467 0.08497 
0.06697 {).06725 o.o-6783 0-.06836 0.-06864 0.-06855 0.06799 0.06681 0 • .06489 0.06243 
0-.05984 0.05946 0.05839 0.05673 0 .. 05458 0.05197 0.04893 0.04546 0.04162 0.03749 
0.0617-0 0.06114 0.05970 0.05770 0.05526 0.05234 0.04879 0.04428 0.03817 0_.02972 
0.06970 0.06983 0.07015 o. 07051 0.07076 0.07080 0.07060 -0.07007 0.06937 0.06856 
0.08172 0.0817 5 0.08185 0.08203 0.08228 0.08260 0.08297 0.08333 0.08358 -o.08362 
0-.09651 0.09653 0.09657 0.09663 0.09672 0.09684 0.09699 0.09717 -0.09739 0.09764 


















SYMMETRIC NONDIMENSIONAL FREQUENCIES (W) OF AN OVAL CYLINDRICAL SHELL (m =: 2) 
m=2 L = 7 5~411 L = 24.011 h = 0.032" s X 
E: o.o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 o.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
n 
0 o.94922 0.95808 0.98202 1.01584 1.05525 1.09752 1.14101 1.18473 1.22803 1.27047 1.31174 
1 0.84498 0.8867 3 0.93126 0.97725 1.02379 1.07020 1.11597 1.16069 1.20406 1.24581 1.28573 
2 o.65220 o. 644.47 0.62423 0.59756 0.57024 0.54665 0.52943 0.51922 0.51510 0.51564 0.51957 
3 0.48113 0.48014 0.47818 0.476~5. 0.47 574 0.47644 0.47872 0.48254 0.48777 0.49423 0.50172 
4 0.35437 0.35362 o. 35111 0.34612 0.33760 0.32471 0.30794 0.29009 0.27513 0.26546 0.26081 
5 0.26582 0.26535 0.26397 0.26173 0.25883 0.25562 0.25253 0.24999 0.24831 0.247 64 0.24800 
6 0.20515 0.20486 0.20397 0.20244 0.20008 0.19654 0.19118 0.18359 0.17552 0.17240 0.17300 
7 0.16434 0.16421 0.16382 0.16320 0.16241 0.16162 0.16115 0.16124 0.16187 0.16285 0.16400 
8 -0.13833 0.13852 0.13930 0.14066 0.14209 0.14313 -0 .14342 0.14247 0.13968 0.13526 0.13098 
9 0.12413 0.12631 0.12795 0.12851 0.12795 0.12632 0.12370 0.12026 0.11622 0.11193 0.10782 
10 0.11970 0.11847 0.11531 0.11092 0.10561 0.09941 o. 09213 0.08325 0.07139 0.05Li.OO 0.03081 
11 0.12320 0.12019 0.11{>06 0.11125 0.10575 0.09950 0.09237 0.08422 0.07497 0.06472 0.05397 
12 0.13278 0.13306 0.13315 0.13227 0.13045 0.12780 0.12419 0.11916 0.11183 0.10212 0.09307 
13 0.14691 0.14703 0.14740 0.14800 0.14870 0.14921 0.14914 0.14831 0.14687 0.14518 0.14351 
14 0.16446 0.16452 0.16468 0.16497 0.16537 0.15592 0.16657 0.16722 0.16719 0.16434 0.16139 
15 0.18473 0.1847 6 -0 .18484 0.18499 0.18520 0.18548 0.18582 0.18623 0.18673 0.18730 0.18795 
m = 3 
C o . o 
n 
0 0 . 95208 
1 0.90723 
2 0.79762 
3 o . 66747 
4 0.54567 




9 0 . 21857 





15 0 . 20813 
TABLE VIII 
SYMMETRI C NONDIMENSIONAL FREQUENCIES (iii) OF AN OVAL CYLINDRICAL SHELL (m = 3) 
L = 7 5. 411 L = 24.011 h = 0 . 032" 
s X 
0.1 0 . 2 0 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 5 0 . 6 o;.1 0.8 0 .. 9 1 . 0 
0 . 97321 1.02020 1.07667 1. 13685 1.19866 1. 26112 1. 32370 1.38606 1. 44796 1. 50920 
0.95689 1.01316 1.07292 1. 13451 1.19699 1. 25982 1. 32260 1.38506 1. 44700 1. 50824 
o . 78049 o . 74669 o . 71585 o.69655 0.68975 0.69222 0.70059 0.71268 o . 72718 o . 74333 
0 . 66552 0. 66292 o . 66263 0 . 66579 0.67244 0.68215 0 . 69436 o . 70851 o . 72416 0 . 74095 
0 . 54393 0. 53764 0.52406 0.50163 0.47417 0 . 44963 0. 43368 0. 42616 0 . 42432 0. 42602 
0 . 44236 0 . 43929 0 . 43453 0 . 42892 0.42358 0 . 41952 0 . 41737 0 . 41728 0. 41909 0 . 42253 
0 . 36136 0 . 35920 0.35530 0.34887 0.33827 0 . 32199 0.30289 0 . 28869 0 . 28234 0 . 28144 
0 . 29892 0 . 29749 0 . 29506 0 . 29168 0 . 28756 0 . 28331 0. 27973 0.277 55 0.27704 0. 27809 
0 . 25213 0. 25131 0. 24995 0 . 24797 0 . 24522 0.24145 0 . 23831 0. 23805 0 . 23867 0 . 23937 
0 . 2185Q 0 . 21860 0 . 21896 0 . 22001 0 . 22159 0 . 22305 0 . 22399 0.22431 0 . 22415 0 . 22370 
0 . 19704' 0 .19991 0. 20269 0 . 20437 0. 20447 0.20255 0. 19756 0. 18803 0 . 17690 0 . 16828 
0.17826 0 . 17166 0. 16397 0 .15523 0.14534 0.13409 0.12117 0.10636 0. 08981 0. 07261 
0. 17724 0. 17137 0 .16389 0.15521 0.14531 0.13392 0 .12025 0. 10221 0 . 07561 0 . 04204 
0.18715 0.18850 0. 18748 0.18442 0.17969 0 . 17349 0.16596 0 .15745 0 .14863 0 . 14033 
0. 19359 0. 19217 0. 18932 0.18527 0 . 17998 0 . 17319 0.16396 0.15026 0. 13230 0 .11674 























SYMMETRIC NONDIMENSIONAL FREQUENCIES (W) OF AN OVAL CYLINDRICAL SHELL (m = 4) 
m=4 L = 75 . 411 L = 24.011 h = 0.032" 
s X 
o.o 0.1 0 . 2 0.3 0 . 4 0.5 0 . 6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
0.95331 0 . 98688 1. 04785 1.11506 1.18462 1. 25529 1. 32649 1.39790 1. 46931 1. 54058 1. 61159 
0.92854 0 . 98301 1.04686 1.11469 1.18444 1. 25518 1.32642 1.39785 1.46927 1. 54054 1. 61156 
0.86201 0 . 83261 0.80241 0.78724 0.78987 0.80272 0 . 82111 0.84278 0.86657 0.89181 0 . 91806 
o. 77128 o. 76856 o. 767 55 o. 77266 0.78395 0 . 80011 0.81983 0.84209 0 . 86615 0.89152 0.91785 
0.67354 0.67024 0.65678 0 . 62927 0.59626 0 . 57196 0 . 56083 0.55895 0.56236 0.56896 o. 57764 
o. 58037 o. 57852 0.57322 0.56588 0.55891 0.55442 0 . 55337 0.55567 0.56079 0.56810 0. 57710 
o. 49767 o. 49640 o. 49240 0 . 48463 0 . 47022 0 . 44674 0.42089 o. 40425 0.39769 0. 39686 0. 39910 
0.42749 0.42660 0.42388 0.41928 0.41302 o. 40604 0.39986 0 . 39583 0.39445 0.39546 0.39838 
0.36986 0.36925 0.36740 0.36417 0.35914 0.35098 0.33733 0.32305 0.31987 0.32162 0 . 32409 
0.32402 0.32366 o. 32259 0.32081 0.31837 0 . 31555 0.31310 0 . 31175 0.31141 o. 31155 o. 31185 
0 .28900 0.28896 0.2'8891 0 . 28896 0,28893 0.28793 0.28447 0. 27640 0.26597 0 . 25795 0.25190 
0 . 26395 0.26458 0.26627 o. 26709 0 . 26572 o. 26219 o. 25670 0.24958 0.24160 0.23363 0 . 22628 
o. 24813 0.24977 o. 24878 0 . 24460 0 . 23823 0.22991 0.21929 0 . 20475 0.18300 0 . 15748 0.13728 
0.24075 o. 23583 o. 22685 0.21616 0 . 20403 0.19035 0.17483 0.15701 0.13660 0.11392 0.09108 
0 . 24096 o. 23595 o. 22690 0.21618 o. 20404 0.19034 0.17466 0 . 15592 0.13108 0.09516 0 . 05491 
0.24774 o. 24946 0.24879 o. 24474 0.23836 0.23006 0 . 21989 0.20790 0.19460 0 .18107 0.16862 




studied, If the value of C is less than zero (i.e,, studying forms 
symmetric about axis 2-2 in Figure 1), most of this irregularity is 
erased. This effect is shown in Figure 23. For small n, the odd mode 
nl,.llllber frequencies are lower for ~e than for +e, but converge to the 
same value as n increases~ Figure 22 also shows the same effect as 
described :for Figures 17 and 18. These figures show that the fre-
quencies converge to the same value for different values of mas n 
increases. Also 1 these figures show, about the lowest frequency, a 
cupping effect which is not obtained for the circular cylinder. This 
effect becomes more apparent as the eccentricity increases. 
Because all the mode shapes vary a great deal with changes in 
eccentricity e, only a few are shown in Figures 2~ through 29. Figures 
2~ through 27 show how the shapes vary with eccentricity, and Figures 
28 and 29 show the variation with eccentricity and m. These mode 
shapes are only for the radial displacement w and for O ~ s_:::0.50, 
because the mode shapes are symmetric with respect to the vertical 
axis 1-1 in Figure 1. The mode sqape n is identified as the number 
of full circumferential waves, and mas the number of half longitudinal 
waves. 
As the oval shell becomes flatter (i.e,, e increases), the shells 
tend to bend more in the flatter regions and less in the regions of 
higher curvature, therefore causing the irregular shapes. 
Because there was no available info:rmation on the mode shapes of 
oval cylindrical shells in the li,f;erature, only a subjective analysis 
was made. But, from similar analysis of circular shells, these shapes 








E = -0.62706 





h = 0.032 11 
m=2 
IEI = .62706 
n +O 62706 -o 62706 
0 1.15285 1.15285 
I 1.12719 0.74417 
2 0.52600 0.52600 
3 0.4796 I 0.39339 
4 0.30305 0.30305 
5 0.251 78 0.23701 
6 0.18934 0.18934 
7 0.1611 I 0.15941 
8 0.14331 0.14331 
9 0.12285 0. 12230 
10 0.08992 0.08992 
11 0.09027 0.08993 
12 0.12300 0.12300 
13 0.14899 0.14847 
14 0.166 76 0.16676 
15 0.18593 0.18593 
16 0.20794 0.20794 
10 12 14 16 
Figure 2J~ Comparison of Synunetric Nondimensionql 
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Mode Shapes (n = 14, 
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4.5 Comparison of the Love and Donnell Equations 
iove's equations were used for the previous study. In order to 
compare the results obtained by Donnell's equations to those obtained 
by Love's equations, frequencies were calculated for various lengths of 
shells. All variables were kept constant except the ratio L /L , 
S X 
because the Donnell equations usually give higher values for longer 
shells in the static case (28, pp. 224-227). Frequencies obtained by 
both sets of equations for a range from a relatively short shell 
(~ = 3.14) to an extremely long shell (~ = 0.10) are given in Tables 
X through XII. These are converged values for which k = 25. 
These tables show that the Love and Donnell equations give almost 
identical results for this range of shell parameters. The Donnell 
equations give slightly higher frequencies for shorter shells and 
slightly lower frequencies for longer shells. 
Secause it is not the specific object of this study to investigate 
thoroughly the comparison of the Love and Donnell equations, the ratio 
Ls/Lx was the only par~eter varied. These results show that the 
Donnell equations could be used with confidence in studying the free 
vibrations of freely supported oval cylindrical shells. 
This study also indicated that the predominant displacement mode 
for the three rrequencies obtained for each mode shape changed with the 
value of m and L /L. Armenakas obtained the result for circular 
s ;x: 
shells (15, p. 99). A more thorough study should be made of this to 





















COMPARISON OF THE NONDIMENSIONAL FREQUENCIES (-W) OBTAINED BY THE 
LOVE ·AND DONNELL EQUATIONS (m = 1) 
e = L-0 L = 75.411 
s 
L-0 .20 
Donnell Love Donnell Love Donnell 
0.92932 0.29581 -0.29580 o. 05917 0.05916 
o. 71349 0.15256 0.15256 0.00807 0.00804 
o. 24164 0.03747 0.03743 0.00280 0.00264 
0.19477 0.02771 0.02766 0.00652 0.00627 
0.09627 0.-00876 0.00875 0.01179 0.01167 
-0.08545 0.01553 0.01551 0.01870 0.01864 
0.06013 0.02880 0.02876 0.02716 0.02712 
0.03322 0.03793 0.03791 o. 03716 0.03713 
0.01909 0.04913 0.04911 0.04871 0.04868 
0.06777 {).06208 0.06207 0.06179 0.06177 
0.08343 0.07665 0.07664 0.07642 0.07640 
0.09795 0.09279 o. 09278 0.09258 0.09257 
0.11405 0.1104-8 0.11047 0.11028 0.11027 
0.13254 0.12972 0.12971 0.12953 0.12952 
0.15291 0.15050 0.15049 0.15031 0.15030 
0.17498 0.17282 0.17282 0.17263 0.17263 






0.00647 0 • .00641 
0.01173 0.01161 
0 .. 01868 0_.01862 
-0.02715 0.02711 
0.03716 0 .. 03712 




























COMPARISON OF THE NONDIMENSIONAL FREQUENCIES (W) OBTAINED BY THE 
LOVE AND DONNELL EQUATIONS (m = 2) 
e = 1.0 L = 7 5. 411 
s 
3.14 1.0 0.20 
Love Donnell Love Donnell Love Donnell 
1. 31174 1.31175 0.59161 o. 59161 0.11832 0.11832 
1. 28573 1.28573 0.41624 0.41623 0.03026 0.03023 
0.51957 0.51959 0.12440 0.12440 0.00442 0.00436 
o. 50172 0.50174 0.09045 0.09044 0.00726 0.00714 
0.26081 0.26085 0.04471 0.04470 0.01276 0.01264 
o. 248-00 o. 24804 0.02426 o. 02425 0.01886 0.01879 
0.17300 0.17307 0.01412 0_.01412 0.02722 0.02718 
0.16400 0.16407 0.04655 0.04654 0.03720 0.03717 
0.13098 0.13101 0.05461 0.05460 0.04873 0.04871 
0.10782 0.10784 0.06449 0.06448 0.06182 0.06180 
0.03081 0.03081 0.07813 0~.07812 0.07644 0.07642 
0.05397 0.05398 0.09386 0.09385 0.09260 0.09259 
0.09307 0.09308 0.11134 0.11134 0.11031 0.11030 
o. 14351 0.14354 0.13047 0.13046 0.12955 0.12954 
0.16139 0.16143 0.15118 0.15118 0.15033 0.15033 
0.18795 0.18800 0.17346 0.17346 0.17266 0.17265 



















rn = 3 
s 
n Love 
0 1. 50920 
1 1. 50824 
2 o. 74333 
3 o. 74095 













COMPARISON OF THE NONDIMENSIONAL FREQUENCIES (w) OBTAINED BY THE 
LOVE AND DONNELL EQUATIONS (m = 3) 
e = 1.0 L = 75.411 
s 
3.14 1.0 0.20 
Donnell Love Donnell Love Donnell 
1. 50921 0.88741 0.88741 0.17748 0.17748 
1. 50824 0.67817 o. 67817 0.06392 0.06390 
o. 74336 0.22727 0.22727 0.{}0658 0.00656 
o. 74098 0.18082 0.18083 0.00961 0.00954 
0.42607 0.09001 0.09002 0.01696 o. 01686 
o. 42259 0.08053 0.08054 0.01958 0.01951 
0.28154 0.-01850 0.01850 0.02742 0.02738 
0.27820 0.03218 0.03219 0.03729 0.03726 
0.23946 0.05838 0.05838 0.04880 0.04877 
0.22378 0.06950 0 .. 06951 0.06186 0.06185 
0.16830 0.08197 0.08197 0.07648 0.07647 
0.07262 0.09709 0.09710 0.09264 o. 09263 
o. 04204 0.11355 0.11356 0.11035 0.11034 
0.14034 0.13218 0.13218 0.12959 0.12958 
0.11674 0.15261 0.15262 0.15037 0 .15036 
0.18782 0.17473 0.17474 0.17270 0.17269 

















0.15032 0 .. 15031 
0.17264 0.17264 
CHAPTER V 
~UMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Summary and Conclusions 
An exact method has been presented in this study to determine the 
natural frequencies and mode shapes of freely supported oval cylindri-
cal shells with the radius of curvature expressed as a cosine function 
of the circumferential coo.rdinate s. Cases of circular shells, non-
circular shells, and oval shells were investigated and the following 
observations w~re made. 
i, Throvgh comparison of the natural frequencies and mode 
shapes for circular cylinders, the Love and Donnell equations 
gave clqsely comparable results. 
2. Comparison of the natural frequencies for oval cylinders 
showed that the exact method gave definitely different 
results than those obtained by the perturbation technique 
of Klqsner for higher values of e. 
J. aecause the frequencies did not compare favorably, the mode 
shapes obtained by Klosner and the author were not compared. 
Mode shapes were presented for the work done by the author 
during the comparison of Klosner's and the author's work. 
~. Frequencies ootained for o.val cylinders with low eccentrici-
ties compared with results obtained for the corresponding 
ellipses~ As the eccentricity increased, the results were 
69 
less favoraqle, For a deviation of no more than 10%, the 
maximl,.Ull allowable value of eccentricity is about 0.65. 
5. As the longitudinal modes (m) were increased, the number 
of circumferential terms (k) had to be increased to obtain 
accurate frequencies and mode shapes. To obtain a minimum 
accuracy of three significant numbers for the normalized 
displacements, k was tel.ken to be 25 for values of m ~ J, 
and 27 form= 4. 
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6. As the eccentricity .and mode number n increased, it was found 
that the frequencies for increasing values of m decreased to 
a point, then increased~ 
7. As the eccentricity increased, curves of frequency versus n 
became highly irregular. This may have been due to the 
symmetric forms (axis 1-1 in Figure 1) studied~ Frequencies 
obtained for symmetric forms about axis 2-2 in figure 1 
erased the greater percentage of this irregularity. 
8. For positive and negative values of eccentricity, different 
values of the frequency were obtained for odd numbered values 
of n. As n increased, the two values converged. 
9. As the eccentricity increased, the mode shapes varied a great 
deal from those of the circular cases. This was probably 
due to more bending in the flatter portions than in the 
highly curved portions. 
10. The Love and Donnell equations gave almost identical results 
for noncircular cylinders for the range of shell parameters 
studied. 
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5.3 Suggestions for Further Work 
During this stud:y, many interesting topics were note(} which could 
be studied. As noted in Section 4,3l the results obtained by Klosner 
were definitely different than those obtained by the author. An 
accl,lrate method baseµ on the perturl:>ation technique could be developed 
to uncouple the partial (lifferential equations of equilibrium and to 
solve for the natural frequencies and mode shapes. 
As mentioned in Section 4.5, a study collld be undertaken to 
detennine if the remarks made by Annenakas (15, concerning predominant 
displacements) can be extended to noncircular shells. 
Another extension of Section 4.5 would be to study other dynamic 
equilibrium equations for obta:i,ning the natural frequencies, i.e., the 
... 
Flugge-Lur'e-Byrne equations (29), the Morley equations (31) 1 the 
Sanders' equations and others (29). 
A study of forced vibrations would be an important extension of 
this study, because Klosner's (26) results for forced vibrations are 
based upon his free vibrati,9n study. 
Results obtained by the author, which included the in-plane 
inertia tenns, could be compared to results which neglect the in-plane 
inertia terms (32), 
Studies of oval shells with different boundary conditions (13) 
could be undertaken and shells with a variable radius of curvature in 
the longitudinal, direction, i.e., a tapered section, could be 
investigated. 
Ring and stringer stiffened noncircular cylindrical shells could 
be studied, 
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Variational and approximate methods could be use<;l to solve for the 
natural freqµencies and mode shapes of an oval shell. Examples of 
these methods a.re: Rayleigh-Ritz, Galerkin, finite difference, and 
finite element. Sewall (21), presently, is using the Rayleigh~Ritz 
method to detennine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of an 
elliptical cylinder. 
In order to verify results obtained herein, an experimental study 
could be underta.l<:en (21) 0 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF THE RECURRENCE FORMULAS 
A.1 Assumptions 
The following assumptions were made in this study: 
~. The thickness of the shell is small compared with the radius 
of curvature of its middle surface~ 
2. The stress components normal to the middle surface are small 
comp~red with the other stress components and may be neglected 
in the stress-strain relations. 
3. The Kirchhoff-Love assumptions of thin-walled shell theory 
are applied; i~e., the normals of the undeformed middle 
surface are deformed into the normals of the deformed middle 
surface, and remain straight and unextended .. 
4- The displacements are sufficiently small that the equilibrium 
conditions for deformed elements are the same as though the 
elements were not .deformed .. 
5, The ratio of 1/( 1.- z/r) is equal to unity ( i .. e .. , Love I s 
assumption). 
For the Donnell (~7) equations, two more simplifying assumptions were 
made: 
1. The transverse shearing force m~es a negligible 
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Gontribution to the equilibrium of forces in the 
cir~umferential direction. 1 
2, The circumferEmtial displacements result in negligible 
contributions to th~ ~hanges in curvature and twist, 
A~2 Strain DisRlacement Relations 
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For Love's equations, the following ~train~displacement relation-
ships were verified by Rl=lissner (28): 
e ;=u +zw 
X X XX 
w e -(~)) e ~ V + ; + z .wss s l:i (A. 1) 
v~ + -i-.z[2w 
:x;. 
e = u V ~ 7.·~ XS s X :x;s 
// 
For Ponnell '.)requat~ons, Kempner (~2, 27) verified the :following 
strain-displacement relations; 
e ;= u -1, z W. 
X X ::ii::x: 
w 
(A.2) e = V +- + z w s s r ss 
exs ::; us + V + 2z wxsl'I X 
With the preceding strain-displacement relationships, Equations 
(A·.·1 and A.2), and i:1-PPlying Hamilton's principle, Klosner (26) verified 
the differential equations of equilibrium, Equation (2G1), and Kempner 
(22, 27} verified the equations ~f equilibrium, E9uation (2,2), 
1This assumption improves in accuracy a.;1 the ratio of the radius to 
the thi.ckness of the ahell increases (29) 11 
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A.J Recurrence Fonnulas ($ymn1etric Displacements) 
Substituting the displacements, Equation (2.7), into each term of 
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+ CC ,. ]sin m TT 11 sin n TT e: cos At mn~ · · · 
h2 . v."f'l,, 
- ...::L -!1!.I -12 ·.·: 2 2 -









e: ( n + '*) C ,. + .! ( n - 4) C ,. ] sin m TT 11 sin n TT I; 
mn+~ 2 mn-~ 
cos\ t 
+ l: (n-4) 3 C ,.J sinmTT'llsinnTTE:cos \t 2 m~~ -
2 ( ·'\ h 1 1 ;v . .J. 12 Lr:2 ; ·1:i s 
00 00 
I. I (cn2 (1 .. £6~) + f (n+4) 2 (1- o~) 
s 
80 
[ ? II: L)2 C 2 c
2 n]. 
+ n 2 + (n + <± 2 - n T 52 · ;smn+4 
+ [st. (n + 4:) 2] B_ .. a>• sin m TT 11 sin n TIS cos At 
<± mn+ · ; . 
2 
.. (1- H ) = 
E . p vtt B ()..)




r 2 L ~ 
8 m=1 n=0,2 
2 J + c c 
8 
. sin m TT i1 cos n TT ~ cos A t 
mn+ 
·1 v~ rr2 ! r E· n . n -· . .,....... = - ( 2 + r: 5 }n B + E: ( 1 + 5
4
) ( n ... 4:) 
L r 2 2·· mn • L . . 
s m=:1. n=0,2 




+ £(1 + 5~) -A I. +.El A ,.] 
· · <± mn .... <± · mn +<± 
sin m TT 11 cos n TI I; cos A t 
+ n '*J sin m TT 11 cos n TT ~ 
cos At -, 
81 
C (~)~ sin m i'r i1 co:s n TT S ,eos At. mn · - -· 
m:;:1 n=0,2 
The following ic;l~ntlties are very useful for determining the pr~ 
ceding te:rms. 
cos n TT E: cos 4 TT I; =. '*[cos(n t li:)TTE: + cos(n ... 4)TTE:] 
sin ;n TT E: cos 4 TT!; = '*[sin(n + 4)TTI; + sin(n ... li:)TT~] 
cos n TT I; cos24TTE: = }f.[2 cos n TT E: + cos(n + 8)TT I;+ cos(n ... 8)TT I;] (A.Li:) 
~dn n TT I; cos24TTI; = }f.[2 sin n,,.1;,:+ s'in(n + 8)TT I;+ 11dn(n.,. 8)TT !;], 
Supstituting Equation (A.3) into Equation (2,4a) and multiplying 
the entire equation by -L 2 /rr2 yields t;he following: 
$ 
CX) CX) 
L I { Amn[a2m2 + 
m='l n:;:::0,2 
2 2 
(1 • µ ) pL J 2 · · · · s 2 . · 
yp. -i .. · .. · 2 A + Bmn[ .. ~ am n] 
ETT 
+ C [·-sµ.m(~+E:f.Jn2)] + C. ,_[""Sµ.me:J} cosm TTT]cQsnTTScosA.t, 
mn . . mn+'<t 
= o. (A~5) 
Subi;;tituting Equation (A.,3) into Equation (2~4b) and multiplying the 




yields tne following: s . 
,2 
(1 + - .. 
2 
2 E: 








( 2 2 2). J [ + B 
8 
L .. _ 
2 
-r- m 13 y + (n + 4) + cmn-4, ne(1 + &Z) 
mn+ :3 L '<t 
s 
n2rr2 e ( 2 2 2)] [ n + L- 2 (n.-4) Sm + (n-4) + cmn n(2+c&2 ) 6 L ~ 
·s 
Substituting Equation (A.j) into Equation (2.1*c) and multiplying the 
entire equation by +-1,·" 2 /TT2 yields the following: 
" s. 
! ! {Amn-1*[-µm S f! C 1 + 5~)] + .Amn[-µm 13 (2 + £ 5: )] + Ainni1* · 
m:::;1 n:;:0 1 2 
2 2 















( 1 + 5;)] + cmn-4[c (4 + 45~. + c5~] + cmn[ (1* + 2t2 
2 h 2 TT2 2 2 2 2 ( i - J}) p L / , 2] 
+ C 5~ + 1*£ 6~) + ( ~ · m + n ) · - ------ /\. 
12 L 2 . E TT2 
s 
+ cmn+/J £ (1* + c~e: J + cmn+8[ c2J} sin m TT 'T1 CO$ n TT!; cos 11. t:::; o .. 
(A.7) 
These equations (Equations A.1, A~2, and A.3) must now be satisfied for 
each m and n and can there.fore be rewritt~ without the summations .. 
ln the1:1e equations, it was beneficial for the n's to be consecutive 
(i.e., n:::: 1, 2, .3, ••• ). Therefore, the following subst;itutions we;re 
made: 
n:::2n-2 
B ::i: B 
mn-.8 mn .. 1* 
84 
B mn .. 4 = B mn-2 (A.8) 
B mn+4 = B mn+2 
C 
mn-8 
;: C mn ... 4 
C mn+8 = C mn+4 
C 
mn-4 = C mn-2 
C = C mn+4 mn+2 
0
2n ... 2 
= 0 on 1 
02n-2 = on 2 2 




02n-2 = on .. 8 5 
Making these substitutions into Equations (A.5), (A,.6), and (A.7), 
Equations (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) were obtained. 
A.4 Rec1,.1rrence Formulas (Anti ... Synunetric Displacements) 
If the a:nti-.1;1ymmetric displacements (Equations (2~7) with the sine 
and cosine functions in the ;-direction interchanged) are substituted 
into Love's equations (Equation (2.4)), the recurrence formulas for the 
anf~ ... symnietric case are obtained.. Utilizing the simplifications used in 
the symmetric case, the recurrence formulas are as follows: 
A [s2m2 + y(2n-2) 2 -w2] + B [a.Sm(2n-2)] + C . 2[-SiJmf:(1-o.3n)l mn mn · mn- ~ 
+ C [-Sµm(2 .. con)·]+ C 2[-Sµmc] = o .. mn 2 · mn+ 
t[~:'Li,l!2 •2 (y,n2~2 + (2n + 2) 2) J - cmn-2 [ (2n - 2)e ( 1- 5nJ) 
s 
h 





Ji 2 2 2)] [ + L 
6
L~ (1+: ,li~)(2n-2)1·m + (2n-2) - Cmn+2 (2n-2)c 
s 








· n h TI n ( 2 2 .. B 2 E! \ 2n ... 6) ( 1 ,.. 63 
) + L 
2 
( 1 + 6 -:i ) f!( 2n - 2) ~ m -
mn.... 1 12 L .J 
s 
86 





2 >] + cmn-4[e:2 (1- o;)J + cmn-2[c(4..,.4o~- Cc',~)] 




<s2m2 + (2n-2) 2 ) 2 - w2 ] 





























































1 FREE VIBRATIONS OF FREELY SUPPORTED 0\IAL ,CYLINORICAL -SHELLS 1 
PURPOSE: 
TO COMPUTE THE NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF FREELY SUPPORTED OVAL 
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS ANO THE U, V, ANO W NORMALIZED DISPLACEMENTS AT 
THE POINT OF MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT ALONG THE LONGITUDINAL AXIS. 
THIS PROGRAM IS DOUBLE PRECISION. 
PROGRAMMER: 
LARRY D. CULBERSON 
SCHOOL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 


























THICKNESS OF THE SHELL 
z CIRCUMFERENTIAL LENGTH 
LONGITUDINAL LENGTH 
NUMBER OF PROBLEMS TO BE COMPUTED 
RATIO LS OVER LX 
POISSONS RATIO 
RATIO H OVER LS 
NUMBER OF TERMS IN X-DIRECTION CHI 
NUMBER OF TERMS INS-DIRECTION (NI 
ECCENTRICITY PARAMETER 
+l FOR LOVES EQUATIONS 
0 FOR OONNELLS EQUATIONS 
-1 FOR FREELY SUPPORTED ENO CONDITIONS CCULBERSONS WORK) 
+l FOR KLOSNERS END CONDITIONS 
+l FOR SYMMETRIC HOOE SHAPES 
-1 FOR ANTI-SYMMETRIC HOOE SHAPES 
FREQUENCY MATRIX 
'"' SI ZE OF A_ : 3•K 
3.141592653589793 
( l + PR I I 2 
C l - PR I I 2 
KRONECKER DELTA C N, l I 
KRONECKER DELTA ( N 2 I 
KRONECKER DELTA C N, 3 I 
KRONECKER DELTA IN 4 J 
KRONECKER DELTA IN, 5 I 
DIVISIONS OF LS TO DETERMINE DISPLACEMENTS 
(K-11*6 

























































LS I 2 
z C K - 1 I • 3 + 1 
U LONGITUDINAL DISPLACEMENT 
V : CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISPLACEMENT 
W RADIAL DISPLACEMENT 
l z DUMMY VARIABLE USED IN 'PLOT' 
Xl CIRCUMFERENTIAL COORDINATE XI 
VECR MATRIX Of REAL EIGENVECTORS. THE COEFFICIENTS Of U ARE 
STORED IN THE UPPER PART, THE COEFFICIENTS Of V ARE STORED 
lN THE MlDDLE PART; AND THE COEFFICIENTS Of WARE STORED 
IN THE LOWER PART. 
VECl MATRIX OF IMAGINARY EIGENVECTORS 
EVR VECTOR OF REAL EIGENVALUES, NONDJMENSIONALIZED NATURAL 
FREQUENCIES FROM' EIGENP ', THEN CHANGED TO THE SQUARE ROOT 
OF EVR/4. l.E., EVR = DSQRTIEVR/4.01 




INPUT FORMAT SPECIFICATlO,NS: 
1 ST CARO -~-~-NUM: 







































REAL*S SET, PR, HOLS, ECC,P I, ALP ,GAM, EVR ,EV 1, A, VECR, V EC 1, OEL1,DEL2, 
1 OEL3,DEL4,0EL5,DSQRT,OfLOAT,DCOS,DS1N,Xll 
DlMENSIDN Al81,Bll,VECRl81,811,VEC1181,811,EVRl811,EVll811, 
l 1N01Cl81), Xll79l,Ul791,Vl791,Wl791,Zl791 
READ 15,1071 NUM 































































1>0 ·15 l=-1,KK 
EVAC I l=0.000 
15 EVIi I Js0.000 
DO 16 l-"'l,K_K 




RECURRENCE FORMULA l 
00 2 N=l,K 
OEL2z0.000 
OEL3=0.000 
[FIN .EQ. 2l OEL2=1.000 
IFCN .EQ. -31 OEl.3=1.000 
AC N,N J=OFLOATC M*Hl *SET*8ET+GAH*DFLOAT C C2*N-21*124N-21 I 
AC N, K+NI =OF LOA TC KPl l*DFLOAT IH*l2*N-2t l*ALP*.8ET*DFLOATCJ I 
AIN,2*K+Nl=OFLOATIKPll*PR*8ET*DFLOATIMl*l2.000+0FLOATCJJ•ECC40EL21 
IFIN .LT. 31 GO TO 3 
Al N,2*K+N-2J=DFLOA TC KPl)*PR*8ET*DFLOATCH) *ECC*C l.OOO+OFLOATCJl*OEL .-
13) -
3 IFIN .GT. K-21 GO TO 2 
AIN, 2*K+N+2 l=DFLOATCKPll *PR*SET*DFLOATCHI *ECC 
2 CONTINUE 
END OF RECURRENCE FORMULA l 
RECURRENCE FORMULA 2 






[FIN .EQ. 11 DELl=l.000 
IFCN .EQ. 21 DEL2=1.0DO 
[FIN .EQ. 31 OEL3=1.000 
IFIN .EQ. 41 DELlt=l.000 
IFIN .EQ. 51 OEL5=1.000 
AIK+N,Nl=OFLOATCKPll*OFLOATCH*l2*N-211*ALP*8ET*OFLOATIJ) 
IFIN .LT. 51 GO TO 40 
AC K+N, K+N-41= It 1.000-DFLOAT IJ I *DEL5 I •t HOLS*HOLS*Pl*PI *ECC*ECC/12.0 
100 I *I DFLOATC H*HI *BET*BET*GAH+DFLOAT I I 2*N-61 *12*N-6 II I l*DFLOATCLI 
40 (FIN .LT. 31 GO TO 41 . 
AIK+N,K+N-21=11HOLS*HOLS*Pl*Pl/3.000l*IIOFLOATIH*Hl*SET*BET*GAH*EC 
lC* I I 1.000-0FLOATI J l*DEL3 I-OFLOATC JI *ECC/4.000•DEL41 l-+I (ECC/2.000 I* 
2( DFLOATI I 2*N-2 I* 12*N-21 I *I l.ODO-DFLOATIJ I *DEL3 I +IDFLOATC C2*N--:61*12 
3*N-6ll*ll.ODO-OFLOATIJl•ECC/2.000*DEL4111111*DFLOATlLI 
41 ACK+N,K+Nl=GAH*DFLOATIH*Hl*BET*8ET+OFLDAT(C2*N-21*12*N~211+0FLOATC 
lll *I HDLS*HOLS*Pl*PI /3.0DOI •CC DFLDAT IH*Hl.*8ET•BET*GAH*I 1.ooo+ECC•EC 
2c·,2.0DD-DFLOA Tl JI •ECC*DEL2-DFLOAT I JI *ECC*ECC/4.0DO•DELl I l+OFLOAT.lC 

























































4112*N+21*12*N+2 I I •11.000-0FLOATCJ+l l•O.SODO*DELU+OFLOATI n•,t-:6J *1-
52•N-6 I 111 
IFCN .GT. K-21 GO TO 42-
AIK+N,K+N+21&C(HDLS*HOLS*Pl*Pl/3.0DOJ*ICOFLOATIN•NJ*BET•BET*GAll*EC. 
1C*(l.ODO-DFLOATCJJ•ECC/4.0DO*DEL2JJ+IIECC/2.000J•CDFLOATIIZ*N-21*1 
22*N-2 I J•t 1.000-DFLOATC Jl*ECC/2.0DD*DELZJ+DFLOATC 12*N+21*12*N+2U J J 
31 l*DFLOATCLJ 
42 IFlN .GT. K~J GD TO 43 
AlK+N,K+N+4J=ClHOLS*HDLS*Pl*Pl•ECC•ECC/12.0DOJ•CDFLOATIN*NJ•BET*BE 
ll*GAM+DFLDATC 12*N+21*1 Z*N+2JJ U*DFLOATCLJ . 
43 IFIN .LT. 31 GD TD 5 
AC K+N,2*K+lll-2J=(DFLDAT IZ*N-2 J •Ecc•c l.ODO+DFLOATCJJ *DEL3J +DFLOATIL J 
1*1 HOL S*HOl.S*P I *Pl *ECC*DFLOATC 2*N-6J / 12.000 J•C BET*BET*DFLOAT C ll*NJ+ 
_2DFLDATlC2•N-61*12*N-6JJJJ•DFLOATCJJ 
5 AC K+N,2*K+Nl=lDFLDAH2•N-21*12.0D0+DFLOATCJ l*ECC•DB.2J+DFLOATILl*I 
lHOLS•HCLS*P I•P I *I 1.000-DFLOAT I J l*ECC/2.0DO*DELZI *OFLOA Tl Z*N-21/6.0 
2DOJ•CBET•BET•DFLOATIN*Nl+DFLOATCC2*N-2J*CZ*rt-2JJJJ*OFLOATCJJ 
IFlN .GT. K-21 GO TO 4 
AlK+N,2*K+N+2J=lDFLOATC2*1'1-21*ECC+DFLDATILl*IHDLS*HOLS*Pl•Pl*ECC*D 
1FLDATl2*N+21/12.0DOJ•CBET*BET*DFLOATCN*HJ+DFLDATIC2*N+21*12*N+2JJJ 
21*DFLOATl JI . . . . . 
lo CONTINUE 
END OF RECURRENCE FDRNlLA 2 
RECURRENCE FORNULA 3 





IFlN .EQ. 21 DEL2=1.0D0 
IFlN .EQ. 31 DEL3=1.000 
IFIN .EQ. 41 DEL4=1.0DO 
IFIN .EQ. 51 DEL5=1.0DO 
IFCN .LT. 31 GD TO 7 
Al2*K+N,N-2 l=DFLDATC KPU *PR*BET•EcC•DFLOATl N 1•11.ooo+DFLOATl Jl•DEL -
131 
7 Al2*K+N,Nl=DFLOAT(KPll*PR*BET*DFLOATCMJ*l2.0DO+DFLOATCJJ*ECC•DEL21 
IFCN .GT. K-21 GO TO 8 
Al2*K+N,N+21=DFLOATCKPll*PR*BET*ECC*DFLOATCMJ 
8 IFlN .LT. 31 GO TO 9 
Al2•K+N,K+N-21=lECC*DFLOATl2*N-6l*Cl.ODO+DFLOATlJl*OEL31+DFLOATlLJ 
l*IHDLS*HDLS*PI*Pl*ECC*DFLOATl2•N-21*ll.ODO-DFLOATlJl*DEL31/12.0D01 
·2•l BET*BEl*DfLOATCH*MI-OFLOATC C2•N-21*l 2*N-21 I I l*DFLOATlJ-1 
9 Al2*K+N,K+Nl=COFLOATl2*N-21*l2.000+DFLOATlJl*ECC*DEL2J+DFLOATCLl*I 
1HOLS*HOLS*PI•Pl*DFLOATl2*N-21*1l.DD0-DFLOATCJl*ECC/2.0DO•DEL21/6.0. 
2001 •I 8ET*BET•OFLOATlM*HI-OFLOATl C2*N-21*l 2*N-2J I ll*DFLOATlJI .•. 





























































'Al'2*K+N.2*K +N-\ J=ECC*ECCI<( I .'Ol>O+OFLOA'T I J·J·*OEL'5) 
11 IFIN .LT. 31 GO TO 12 
Al 2*K+N,2*K+N-2J=ECC*( 4.-0DO+OFLOATIJ J *4• OOO*OEL3+DFLOA Tl Jl*ECC*DEL 
141 
12 Al 2*K+N, 2*K+NJ =4. OOO+OFLOATI J·J*4.000*ECC*DEL2+ECC*ECC• 12 .OOO+DFLOA 
lTIJJ*DEL3J+KlLS*HOLS*Pl*Pl/12.000*llBET*BET*DFLOATIM*Ml+DFLOAT(l2* 
2N-2)*12*N-2J>l**2> 
JFIN .GT. K-2> GO TO 13 
Al2*K+N,2*K+N+2J=ECC*l4.000+0FLOATIJl*ECC*DEL2J 
13 IFIN .GT. K-4) GO TO 1 
Al2*K+N,2*K+N+4J=ECC*ECC 
1 CONTINUE 
END OF RECURRENCE FORMULA 3 
BEGIN CALCULATIONS FOR FREQUENCIES ANO NON~IMENSlONALIZEO VECTORS 
CALL EIGENP IKK,81,A,56.000,EVR,EVJ,VECR,VECl,INOICJ 
ENO CALCULATIONS FOR FREQUENCIES ANO NONOIMENSJONALIZEO VECTORS 
WRJTEl6,1031 
JFIL .EQ. l 
lFlL .EQ. I 
IFIL .EQ. 0 . 
WRJTEl6,108J 
GO TO 45 
47 WRITEl6,lllJ 
GO TO 45 
46 WRITEl6,1101 
GO TO 45 
44 WRJTE16,109J 
BET,PR,HOLS,M,K,ECC 
.ANO. KPl .EQ. -U 
.ANO. KPl .EQ. 11 
.ANO. KPl .EQ. lJ 
45 JFIJ .EQ. -11 GO TO 48 
WRITE16, 1121 
GO TO 49 
48 WRJTEl6,ll3J 
49 WRJTEl6,l02J 
00 6 1=1,KK 
14 EVRI I l=OSQRTIEVRI 11/4.000J 
GO TO 44 
GO TO 46 
GO TO 47 
6 WRITE 16,1011 EVRIIJ,EVIIIJ,INOJCIII 




00 32 JJB=JBL,KK 
.. JB=KK+JBL-JJB 
53 DO 31 111=1,IJ 
XIIIIJl=DFLOATIJJl-11/XJJ 
UI 111 l=0.000 
V( Ill l=0.000 
WI Ill l=0.000 
JFIJ .EQ. -1> GO TO 50 



























































GO TD 31 
C ANTI-SYMMETRIC HOOE SHAPES 
C 
C 







00 60 1=1,11 
60 WRITEl6,l041 Xllll,Ultl,Vltl,WIII 
CALL PLOT IXI ,O,U,O,Z,O, ti,l,1,0,2,0,11 
DO 70 111=1,11 
70 Xtlllll=OFLOATIIIl-ll/XII 
CALL PLOT IXt,o,v,o,z,o,11,1~1.0,2,0,11 
DO 1l 111=1,11 
71 XIIIIIl=DFLOATIJil-ll/XII 




l 02 FORHATI //, l4X,' FREQUENCt ES' ,l 7X,' IHAG !NARY VALUES•, 12X,' I NDIC'.t /l 
103 FORHAT l//,2X,'RATIO LS OVER LX = •,Dl5.8,//,2X, 1 P01SS0NS RATIO= 
l',D9.2,//,2X,'H OVER LS= ',Dl5.8,//,2X, 0 M = ',12,//,2X,'N • ',12, 
2//,2X,'ECCENTRICITY RATIO= ',Dl2.5,//I 
104 FORHATl611X,DlB.lOII , 
l 05 FORHA T 11 Hll 
l 06 FORHA Tl I II 
107 FORHATI 15 J 
108 FORHATl2X,'00NNELLS EQUATIONS ARE BEING USED WITH CULBERSONS WORK' 
l , //1 
109 FORHATl2X, 0 LOVES EQUATIONS ARE BEING USED WITH CULBERSONS WORK',// 
l I 
110 FORHATIZX,'LOVES EQUATIONS ARE BEING USED WITH KLOSNERS WORK',//1 
111 FORHATIZX,'OONNELLS EQUATIONS ARE BEING USED WITH KLOSNERS WORK', 
l I II 
112 FORHATl2X,'SYHHETRIC HODES ANO FREQUENCIES',//1 
113 FORHATl2X, 1 ANTI-SYHHETRIC HODES ANO FREQUENCIES',//1 
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